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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET (M”, T) BE a smooth involution on a closed n-dimensional manifold. Let F”-’ 
denote the union of those components of the fixed point set of T having dimension 
n - k and let Y* denote the normal bundle of F”-’ in M”. 
The major result of this paper is to give a formula for the calculation of the, 
Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M in terms of the fixed point data ((F”-‘, v’)} 
Specifically, one has 
THEOREM. If f(x,, . . . x,) is a symmetric polynomial over Z2 in n variables of degree 
at most n, then 
fh ’ * * , xn)wf"l= f(l + yl, . - . , 1 + yk, zl, . . . , f,,-k) IF”-kl k 
I;I C1 + Yi) 
where the expressions are evaluated by replacing the elementary symmetric functions 
vi(x), al(y), and oi(Z) by the Stiefel-Whitney classes wi(M), wi(u(o, and wi(F”-‘) 
respectively and taking the value of the resulting cohomology class on the fundamental 
homology class of M” or F”-‘. 
That these expressions are meaningful is standard usage of the splitting principle. 
It is not assumed that f(x) is homogeneous; even if f(x) is homogeneous, f (I+ 
y, z)/II(l + y) will not be. In fact, the lack of homogeneity leads to exciting 
consequences. 
PROPOSITION (Boardman). Let (M, T) be a smooth involution with dim M> 
(5/2) dim F. Then (M, T) bounds as manifold with involution. 
Note. This actually is stronger than the result of [2], which only shows that M 
bounds. 
PROPOSITION. Let (M, T) be a smooth involution with fixed point set of constant 
dimension. Then 
(a) if dim M > 2 dim F, (M, T) bounds as manifold with involution; 
(b) if dim M = 2 dim F, (M, T) is equivariuntly bordant to the involution (F x F, 
twist). 
In addition, the theorem will be used to give new proofs for a number of 
well-known results. In each case, the results follow by elementary calculation, and the 
proof of the theorem is also an elementary calculation. By the end, the reader may be 
sick of symmetric functions, however. 
When these results were essentially completed, the authors discovered how these 
methods could be extended to actions of the groups (Zz)‘. This extension will be 
carried out in a second paper. 
The authors are indebted to the University of Newcastle Upon Tyne and the 
University of Virginia for the arrangements under which Professor Kosniowski 
visited Virginia. Professor Stong is indebted to the National Science Foundation for 
financial support during this work. 
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02. THE MAIN THEOREM: FIRST PROOF 
We will give two proofs of the main theorem. The first will be a direct calculation. 
The second is a reduction to an analogous result in the unitary case. 
First, one notes that both sides of the equation 
are invariants of the unoriented equivariant bordism class of the involution (M, T). 
Further the formula is additive on the disjoint union of involutions. Thus it suffices to 
check the formula on a particular class of involutions-which generate equivariant 
bordism additively. 
Begin with a closed manifold N, of dimension n - k and a k-plane bundle 5 over 
N. Let A4 be the projective space bundle RP(t@l) of lines in the fibers of @l. Let T 
be the involution induced by multiplication by - 1 in the fibers of 5 and by 1 in the 
fibers of the trivial line bundle 1. The fixed point set of T is then the union of 
N = RP(l) with normal bundle 5 and RP([) with normal bundle the standard line 
bundle. 
Next, note that both sides of the equation are additive functions of f. Thus, it 
suffices to check the formula for 
s,(x) = 2 x,4 . . x;, 0 = (i,, . . . , i,) 
, . 
where this is the usual smallest symmetric polynomial containing the given monomial. 
Next, one recalls the standard facts about the cohomology H*(RP(q); 2%) where 
q is a j-plane bundle over N. The cohomology H*(RP(q); 2,) is the free H*(N; 2%) 
module on 1, c, . . . , ci-’ where c is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the standard line 
bundle. The ring structure is then determined by the relation 
cj + Pw,(?J) + c’-*w*(7j) + * - * + Wj(Tj) = 0. 
The Stiefel-Whitney class of RP(q) is . 
w(RP(q)) = W(N). {(l+ C)‘+ (1 + C)‘-‘W,(T)) +(l+ C)‘-*w2(7) + * * * + Wj(7))) 
and if a E H*(N; Z2), one has from [5] that 
C”DL [RP(q)] = ( 
0 if i<j-1 
Ci-j+l(q)a[N] If I -J - 1 ‘> - 
where C denotes the dual Stiefel-Whitney class defined by w(n)@(n) = 1. 
It is convenient to formally write 
n-k 
and 
w(5) = 0 (1+ pi) 
using the splitting principle. One then has formally 
n-k 
w(RP(S@l)) = n(l+ ai) ’ (1-t C) . fi (1+ C + pi) 
I I 
and 
n-k 
W(RP(6)) = n (1 + ai) ’ Ij (1+ C + pi). 
1 I 
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Beware: These factorizations are obtained by applying the splitting principle to 
7(RP(&Jj I))@ 1 and ~(Rp(t))@ 1. They may not be substituted in the formulae involving 
f-which is not stable. 
One now has, for f(x,, . . . ,x,,) = s,(x,, . . . ,x,) that 
f (XI7 . . . ,~n)tRIWI31)1= s,(xI,. . . txn)WW31)1 
= sY(~(RP(~~‘~)))[RP(~~~)I 
where this denotes the characteristic class. The characteristic class is stable, so this 
becomes 
&Cc. c + PI.. . . , c + L&T a~, . . . , a,-~)[RP(S‘@l)l. 
Also 
f(l + Y9 ‘19 * ’ * 9 ‘“-1) [RP([)] = &,(l + y, 21,. . * 1 z,-)) [up] 
(1+ Y) l+Y 
where S,_(i) = 0 if i 65 o and is the obvious partition if i E co, and this is 
f 2 (1 + cl’-‘son-(i)(c + @I, *. * 1 C + @k, al,. . . , an-t)[RP(t)]. 
i>O 
Finally, having genuinely applied the splitting principle to T(N) and 5, 
f(l + yl, * . *, 1 +  Ykt Xl,. . * t X,-k) INl = s,(l +  p,, . . . , 1 +  pk, aI,. . . , t&k) INl 
fl(l+ Yi) ml + Pi) 
If one now expands the expression 
n-k 
&a,(1 + PI, * * -9 1+ pk, al,. . . , an-k) = z -)‘i E H*(N;.z,) 
i=O 
with yi E H’(iV; Zz), one has 
n-k 
s,(c + pi,. . . , c +  pk, a], . . . , an-k) = x c’+y, 
i=O 
where for o = (ii., . .,i,), lol=i,+-.- + i, One need only note that putting in c’s 
keeps the class homogeneous, or compare the terms in expanding s, for they occur in 
pairs in the two expansions. 
Then 
and 
with 
C’“‘-iyi( 1 + C + C2 + ’ . -)[RJ’(5)1= {cw~,;R&;~(ifi ;,;--‘;; _ 1 _ i 
by selecting the degree n - 1 term. 
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Thus 
n-k 
z0 c ‘-‘@t,.-k-i([)~i[~(~)] if 1015 n - 1 
0 if ]o]>n-1 
-_ 
i 
SW&++@;;) [N] if 1015 n - 1 
0 if (O(>n-1. 
Exactly the same calculation gives 
Now returning to an earlier formula 
f(x)[~(&l)l =s,(c, c + P, a)[RP(&B’l)l 
= s,(c + P. a)[RP(S@‘l)l+ ]c cisu-(i)(c + & a)[RP(&Bl)l 
120 
= ~(c + P9 a)[RP(&Bl)I + z. ~(1 + cl’-‘su-(it(c + B, a)WM3’1)1 
where using Iwl s n the terms added from c(1 + c)‘-’ - c’ evaluate to zero. Then 
f(x)[~(Z@‘l)l= h(c + PI a)[RP(SCBl)l+ go(l + Cl’-‘Su-(i)(C + IS a)[RpWl 
using the fact that c . y[RP([@‘l)] = i*y[RP(&], where i is the inclusion; i.e. that 
RR(e) is the submanifold of RP(e@ 1) dual to c. R.eplacing this latter term 
f(x)[RP(&Bl)l= s,(c + P, a)[RP(&Bl)l+ f’:;‘; ‘) [RP(O] + “-(‘, ; t’ a) [RP([)]. 
Finally, if 101~ n - 1, s,(c + /3, a)[RP(S@‘l)] = 0 and 
while for loI= n, 
and 
L(c + B, a)[Rp(ZCB1)1= s,(c + /3, a)(1 + c + c*+ - - .)[RP(~@l)] 
Thus, if 101~ n 
and the proof is complete. 
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03. THR MAIN THEOREM: SECOND PROOF 
As a consequence of the theorem, one has 
COROLLARY. If (M”‘, T) is a structure preserving involution on a stably almost 
complex manifold and f (xl,. . . , x.) is a symmetric polynomial over Z in n variables of 
degree at most n, then 
f(xl,. _. , x,)[~] = f (l + yl, * - - * 1 + h* Zlr * - * 9 Zn-k) [FUn-"1 (mod *) 
l;I(l+Yi) 
where the expressions are evaluated by replacing gi(x), ai( and oi(Z) by the Chern 
classes ci(M*“), ci( u*‘), and c~(F~'~-") respectively. 
This follows trivially by noting that mod 2 reduction converts Chern classes to 
Stiefel-Whitney classes, p*(Ci) = Wziv The conversion of symmetric functions in 2 
dimensional variables to squares of 1 dimensional variables is standard in relating BO 
and B U, and (1 + y’)* = 1 + Y’~ mod 2. 
The corollary has already been proved by Kosniowski in [9], and the second proof 
is obtained by noting that the corollary implies the theorem. 
Specifically, to prove the theorem it suffices to prove it for RP(&Bl) where 5 is a 
k-plane bundle over N and 
N=PXRP(rt,)X-..~RP(rzk) 
6 = ‘$6 * ' - 6i6k 
is the Whitney sum of Hopf bundles over the factors and P is a product of RP(2j)‘s 
and Milnor hypersurfaces H(m, n) C W(m) X RP(n). 
The corresponding complex object is P(q@l) where 77 is a complex k-plane 
bundle over N’ and 
N’= I” x CP(n,) x - . - x CP(n,) 
is the sum of the complex Hopf bundles and P’ is the corresponding product of 
CP(2j)‘s and complex hypersurfaces H(m, n). 
Letting f’ be an integral symmetric polynomial reducing to f, 
f(x)W(ftB1)1 =f’(x)KP(rlG31)1 in Z2 
just by using the formal mod 2 relations between the real and complex spaces. 
It should be noted that the proof of the corollary as given in [9] uses heavily the 
analogous result for S’ actions proved by Atiyah and Singer. [l, Proposition . 
(8,131. 
94. SOME EASY CONSEQUENCES 
To illustrate the use of the main theorem, it is pleasant to begin with some easy 
results. 
PROPOSITION (Classical). Let (M”, T) be a smooth involution on a closed manifold 
with fixed point set F. Then x(M) = x(F) mod 2 where x(s) denotes the Euler Charac- 
teristic. 
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Proof. X(M) = w/l (T)[Ml 
=x1.. . L [Ml 
= 2 c1 + YI). * . (1 + Yk)Zl ’ . ’ Z,-k [F”-k] 
k 
I;I(l+Yi) 
= 
c 
ZI - * * &,-k[F”-k] 
= F %-k(T) [F”-k] 
= x(F). 
PROPOSITION (Conner and Floyd[6, (27.4)]). Suppose that (M”, T) is a diflerenti- 
able involution on a closed manifold of odd Euler characteristic. Then some 
component of the fixed poinf set is of dimension at least k. 
Proof. 1 = x(M) = (1 +x,) * * .(I + Xzk)[M] 
* ’ * Y2k-j( 1 + Z1) * ’ *( 1 + Zj) 
n(l + Yi) 
[Fjl 
and y,*. .yzk-$I( 1 + z)/I-I(l + y) = yr * * ‘yzk-j + higher terms so since this sum is non- 
zero, there is a j with F’f 4 and 2k - j 5 j or equivalently j 2 k. 
Note. This is the first of many applications using the inhomogeneity of f. 
PROPOSITION (Boardman[2]) Zf (M”, T) is an involution on an indecomposable n 
manifold then some component of the fixed point set of M is of dimension at least 
[n/21. 
Proof. If n = 2j, S,(M) = ii, (1 + xi)‘x/[M] and if n =2j+l, sn (M) = 
i (1 + xi)“‘x/[M]. The term of least degree in (f (1 + y,, . . . , 1 + yk, z,, . . . , 
i==l 
Zn-k)/n(l + 
yi)) has degree j. Since s,(M) # 0, some component of F is of dimension at least 
j = [n/2]. 
PROPOSITION. Zf (M”, T) is an involution on a manifold with s,[M] Z 0, u = 
(il, . . . , i,), then some component of the fixed se? has dimension at least [i,/2] + [i,/2] + 
- - * + [iJ2]. 
Proof. s,[M] = f (x)[M] where 
f(x) = 2 (1 + x,)4-ti~~~~x,IWl~ . . (1 + x,)i,-I~~21x~Y21 
The minimal degree of any term in f (1 + y, z)/II(l + y) is [i,/2] + - - - + [i,/2]. 
PROPOSITION (tom Dieck[8]). Let (M”, T) be a manifold with inuoZution for which 
each component F0 of the fixed set of T has the form 
& = F,,“’ x . - - x F,“, 
with each ni s r. Then in #. the class of M” belongs to the subring generated by 
classes of dimension less than or equal to 2r + 1. 
Proof. If [M”] does not belong to the given subring, then s,[M] # 0 for some 
u = (jr. . . . , j,) with jr > 2r + 1. Then s,[M] = f (x)[M] where 
f(x) = C (1 + x,)j~-W21xlW21 . . . (1 + xtp-u,~21x;Li~21~ 
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In the expansion of 
f<l + YI, . * . , 1 + yk, 21,. . . , &-k) 
n(l+ Yi) 
every monomial occurring with x1 = zi has degree at least [j,/2] > r or with xl = 1 + yi 
has degree at least j,- [j,/Z] > r in yi, i.e. when expanded as a sum of terms and 
evaluated on F0 is 
where one or more of lo{1 or 10:1 has degree greater than r. This then evaluates to 
zero, giving a contradiction. 
Note. In [8], tom Dieck claims a much stronger result, in that F is only required to 
belong to the subring of X* generated by classes of dimension less than or equal to 
F-. In that form, the result is not correct, however. The proof given omits an argument 
to show that hi(F(k, r)) C E(k, r) which is not in fact true. 
A bordism condition on F can determine nothing about [Ml for one has: 
Observation. Given (Y E JV,, and classes ai E .Mi, 0 5 i I n satisfying 
wn(a) = 2 wi(ai) 
1 
(i.e. the Euler characteristic condition), (Y is represented by 
involution for which ai = [F’]. 
$5. THE STRONGER BOARDMAN THEOREM 
In this section, it will be shown that 
PROPOSITION. 1f (kf, T) is a manifold with inoofution 
(5/2) dim F, then (M, T) bounds. 
a manifold M” with 
such that dim M> 
This strengthens the result of Boardman which proves that M bounds with 
these hypotheses, hence the title of this section. 
In order to prove this result , suppose (M”“, T) is an involution with the 
n-dimensional part of the fixed set being F”, with r>3/2n, and that for i> n, 
(F’, y”+‘-i ) E Ni(BO(n + r-i)) bounds. 
Now consider any pair of partitions o = (i,, . . . , is) and o’ = (j,, . . . , j,) for which 
/4; I;‘!= n, with w being a non-dyadic partition- i.e. none of the i. E o is of the 
1. 
Let f&x) be the symmetric function 
1 ~(1+x,)“+‘x,“...(1+x*)~+‘x~ 11 * ~(l+x,)j~x,j~...(l+x,)~x~ . I 
For fwJx) one notes the following facts: 
(1) In f,&l + Y, z)/II(l + y). the term of least degree is of degree at least n, and 
fW4+ Yl, * * * 9 1+ yn 21,. . . ) z.)= 
ml + Y) 
s 
w 
(z) . s 
w’ 
(y, 
,...,YnZ I,..., 2,) 
plus terms of higher degree. 
(2) If i, E w, i, > 1, so 2i, + 1 < (5/2)i,. Thus the highest degree term in f&x) is 
of degree 
21wl+ s + 21w’J < (5/2)(/o) + 10’1) = (5/2)n. 
One then has 
(a) f,,,_,(x)[M] = 0 for fu.oe has degree less than n + r. 
(6) (f_,~(l+y,z)/II(l+y))[F’]=Ofor kfn. 
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If k > n, (F’, Y”+‘-lr ) bounds so all characteristic numbers are zero, while for k < n all 
terms of (f_,(l + y, z)/lI(l + y)) have degree more than k. 
from the calculation of the degree n term, r being the tangent bundle of F”. 
From the main theorem, one then has 
S,(T) - S,*(7@Y)[F”] = 0 
for all partitions w,o’ with Iti\ + lo’] = n and o non-dyadic. However, from standard 
facts about characteristic numbers and bordism one knows that 
f: N”+X 
bounds if all characteristic numbers 
L(Q)-f*(~i)[N] 
are zero where lo]+ i = n, Xi form a base of H’(X, &) and w is a non-dyadic partition. 
Thus, the map 
T@ Y: F” + BO,,, 
classifying T&Y bounds. Let f: VN+’ --) BO,,, be a map with this boundary. Let 
g: v+’ + BO, classify 
has boundary a map 
the normal bundle of V in some Euclidean space. Then 
$9 (f x g): V”+‘+ BO.,,,, 
v@(r+m): F”-,BO,+,+, 
classifying the stabilization of Y. Since the stabilization BO,+ BO.,,,, is manic on 
bordism, (F”, v’) is zero in N”(B0,). 
Thus, inductively, all of the fixed data of (M, T) is zero in bordism, and so (AI, T) 
is a boundary. 
Notice that in the argument it was sufficient that (M”, T) had (F’, I@) = 0 in 
Ni(BO,_i) if (5/2)i 2 n. This additional strength provides a nice result, which is closely 
related to Boardman’s paper. 
PROPOSITION. Let (M", T) be a manifold with involution and let 
T(M) = s’ x M/(z, m) - (- z, Tm) 
with involution induced by 
(z, m)+(Z m) 
where z E C has norm 1 and the bar denotes conjugation, as defined in (71. Let 
P(M) = M, and T’(M) the i-th iterate of I’ applied to (M, T). 
Then (M”, T) bounds if and only if 
[Ml, D’(M)l, . . ., [r’(M)1 
are zero in N* where r = [3n/2]. 
Proof. If (M, T) = a( V, T’), r(M) = ar( V) with the obvious extension of the r 
construction to manifolds with boundary. Thus T’(M) bounds equivariantly for all i. 
NOW suppose (A$ T) has [r’(M)] = 0 in #* for all i, 0 I: i I r. As in [7], the fixed data of 
r(M) is 
(M”, 1) U Y’F’, v”-‘@l) 
where u y(F’, Y”-~) is the fixed data of (M, T). 
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Consider the involution on F’(M), having fixed data 
Ll (P(M), r+ l-j) U Y(F',u"-'$r+ 1). 
j=O 
Since I”(M) bounds, (ri(M), r + 1 - j) with the trivial bundle bounds. Since n + r + 1 > (5/2)n, 
the Boardman result gives that I”+‘(M) bounds equivariantly, and hence for each i 
(F’. Fi $f + 1) = 0 E Ni(BOn+,+r_i). 
Since 
is manic, one has (F’, Y”-~) boundary for each i. and so (M, T) bounds. 
96. CONSTANT DIMENSION FIXED POINT SET 
Throughout this section, it will be assumed that (M”+‘, T) is an involution with 
fixed point set of constant dimension n, denoted F”. 
One needs some facts about symmetric functions. Throughout, u{(X) will denote 
the i-th elementary symmetric function C XI. . . xi. 
LEMMA. 
Ui(l + yr, e . . .l+Yk)=$o(;~;)fljcy I,..., yk). 
Proof. InZ(l+yii)...(l+yii), summed for lrjI<-.-<jiIk, the term yr,...ylr 
appears precisely the number of times one can choose i - jy’s not in the set 
times. 
LEMMA. 
Proof. CC(l+YvZ)= 2 Ur(l+y)‘U~~(z) 
r+q=i 
=rz_iko (kr_;)~P~Y)o,w. 
and noting r = i - q gives the formula. 
Explicitly, the first two formulae are 
a,(1 + Y, z) = k + U,(Y) + u,(z) 
and 
from which, letting 
f*(x,, -. . 9 &+k) = U’h) + (” ; ‘) U,(X) + (;) 
and 
&(x1, * . . , &,+k) = uZ(x) + (;)ul(x)+(k; ‘> 
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gives 
f,(l + y,, . . . , 1 + yk, -?I,. . . 7 2.) = fJl(Z) + b*(Y) + al(Y)a + adz,} 
and 
g,(l + yl, . . . I 1 + yk. 21,. . . . Zk) = al(y) + {@t(y) + ~,(ybdy) + dz,). 
One would like general formulae of this nature, and one has. 
LEMMA. For 1 5 i 5 inf (k, n), there are symmetric polynomials 
fi(xlv. *. tXn+k) 
gi(xlv. -. ~Xn+k) 
of degree less than or equal to 2i such that 
fi(l + YI, *. * 9 1 + yk, 213. *. , z.) = ai + higher degree terms 
and 
g,(l + yl.. . . , 1 + Yk, zl.. . . , z,) = ai + higher degree terms. 
Proof. Having already found fl and g,, a proof by induction is obviously in order. 
Thus, suppose fi and g; have been found for 15 i I j. 
Letting 0: = mi(l + yl, . . . , 1 + yk, ZI, . . . , z.), one has from the previous lemma that 
+ decomposables. 
Temporarily ignoring terms of degree larger than j and decomposables gives a system 
of equations 
To no one’s surprise, this matrix of coefficients thought of mod 2, and in fact even 
integrally, has determinant one, provided j 5 k. 
To see this make use of the identity (7) = (” i ‘) + (Trtl). Subtract the first 
column from (j + 1) - st, (j + I)-st from (j + Zf-nd, (j + 2)-nd from (j + 3)-rd and so on 
until (2j - l)-st is subtracted from (2j)-th. This has the effect of taking the right half 
of the matrix, replacing each k by a k - 1 in the binomial coefficients, and shifting it 
down one row-adding a half row of zeros at the top and deleting the bottom half 
row. 
Now subtract the second column from the u+ l)-st, then repeat (j + l)-st from 
(j + 2)-nd to (2j - I)-st from (2j)-th. Now the binomial coefficients are (k - 2)‘s rather 
than k’s, and the right half is shifted down two rows. 
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Continuing, this eventually makes the matrix 
0 
* k-j’ 
0 i 
* 
0 
0 
* 
which is triangular with diagonal entries all equal to 1. 
Thus, solving the system of equations is possible and one has integers mod 2 with 
f’=$ ai(C:-(:))= vi(Z) + decomposables + terms of higher degree 
and 
g’=$ Pi(~I-(~)) = ITS + decomposables + terms of higher degree. 
Now using the inductive hypothesis, one may add polynomials 
fi,(l + YP 2). . . fi,(l + Y7 z)gj,(l + Y, z). . . Sj,(l + Y, 2) 
with r+s> l,i,+***+i,+j,+**. + jS 5 j, which have degree less thay or equal to 2j, 
have all terms decomposable, with least degree term 
Ui,(Z) * * . ~i,tzkj,(Y> * *. vi,(Y)9 
to cancel the decomposables of least degree in f’ and g’. By inducting on the least 
degree decomposable term, one finds symmetric polynomials fj and gi as desired, 
completing the induction. 
Note. While j I k was used to make the matrix of coefficients non-singular, the 
assumption j 5 n was not used. For the first applications, k 5 n, but later we shall 
return to the case k < n. 
PROPOSITION. If (Mn+L, T) is an involution wifh fixed set F” of constant dimension 
n, and if either 
(1) k>n, or 
(2) k = n and M bounds, 
. 
then the involution (M, T) bounds. 
Proof. If i,+.*.+i,+j,+.*.+j,=n, 
Wi,(F) * ’ ’ Wi,(F)Wj,(V) ’ * * Wj,(Y)[F] = 
(fi,.“fi~j,..‘gj,)(l+Y,z)[Fl 
ml +Y) 
= Vi, * * * figi, * - - gj, J(X) [Ml 
= 9. 
Thus, all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of the map Y: F” + BO1, are zero, and (f”, v’) 
bounds. Hence (M, T) bounds. 
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LEMMA. There are symmetric polynomials 
hi(xl, * *. 9 ~2n) iSii2n 
of degree less than or equal to i for which the degree i term of hi(xl, . . . ,x2”) is 
ui(XI* * * - 9 xb) and such that 
hit1 + YI,. . . , 1+ y., 21,. . . , zn) 
has no non-zero terms of degree less than i/2. 
Proof. One has 
@it1 + YI Z) - (?)=(~I:)u,(y)+(iifl)ol(z)+higherterms. 
Take 
h,(x) = al(x) - ‘1’ ,h(x) = a&x) - (I). 0 
Then for i > 2, 
Ui(l + y, z) - (~)-(~_~)gl(l+Y’z)-(j~~)f’(l+y~Z) 
has no terms of degree less than 2, and if i > 2, the degree i part is unchanged. 
Thus, beginning with oi(x) - : 
0 
and adding monomials in the fi(x) and gi(x), 
15 j 5 n, similarly, one may eliminate all terms of degree less than i/2, without 
modifying the degree i term. 
PROPOSITION. Zf (M”‘, T) is an inoolution with fixed point set F” of dimension n, 
then (M, T) is bordant to (FX F, twist). 
Proof. The Stiefel-Whitney number wi, . . . wi,[M], il + . . . + i, = 2n, is given by 
the value 
(hi, m e m hi,)(l + YI, -. * 7 1+ Ym Zlr * * - 9 Zn) 
n(l+ Yi) 
[F”l 
and hi(1 + y, z) has no non-zero term of degree less than i/2. Thus hzi(l + y, z) = 
q + higher terms and hzj+i(l + y, z) = a,+1 + higher terms, and 
(hi, e . e h,)(l+ Yv Z) 
has all non-zero terms of degree greater than n if any i, is odd. 
Thus, all Stiefel-Whitney numbers of M divisible by an odd Wi are zero, and by 
Milnor[lO], M is bordant to N” x N” for some n dimensional manifold. 
Now consider the involution (A4 U N x N, T U twist). The fixed set of this 
involution is F UN of constant dimension n, and M UN x N bounds. By the 
previous proposition, (A4 U N x N, T U twist) bounds as an involution. Thus (M, T) 
is bordant to (N X N, twist). 
This implies that (f”, V) = (N”, 7) in JV~(BO,) and hence N is bordant to F. Since 
then N x N is bordant to F x F, M is bordant to F x F. Hence N could have been 
taken to be F in the first place, making (A4, T) bordant to (F x F, twist). 
57. CONSTANT CODIMENSION MOD 2 
Throughout this section, it will be assumed that (M”, T) is an involution with fixed 
point set F of constant codimension r mod 2, i.e. if F”-‘Z 4, then k = r mod 2. In the 
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case of even codimension (r = 0), it will be assumed further that F” = 4, i.e. no 
component of M is acted upon trivially. 
PROPOSITION. If (M”, T) is an involution with fixed point ser F of constanr 
codimension r mod 2, then 
w,” [M] = 0. 
Further, if r = 1, i.e. F has odd codimension then 
W~‘W~_i[M] = 0 for all i. 
Note. See [ll], $9. The relation w,“[M] = 0 is proved there, and it is also shown 
that if a E JV,, with w,“(a) = 0 then ar is represented by a manifold M” with 
involution such that F = F”-*. 
The relations wl’w.-i[M] = 0 were discovered by Capobianco[3]. He further 
showed that a class a E JY,, with wIiw._,[M] = 0 for all i is represented by a manifold 
M” with involution such that F = F”-‘. 
Finally, it should be noted that Capobianco shows that Proposition 8.3 of [ll] is 
incorrect. The reference to this in Proposition 9.1 does not rely on the incorrect 
portion, however. 
Proof. One has 
w,“[M”] = (u,(x)- r)“[M”] 
= 
F 
(ul(y) + ul(z) + k - # [F”-‘1 
nu + Y) 
F 
(dy) + uI(Z))n [F”-k] 
w1+ Y) 
= 0. 
Also 
WI”-‘Wi[M”] = (Cl(X) - r)“-‘Ui(X) [M”] 
= T (ul(Y) + Ul(z))"-'Ui(l + Y, 2) [p-k1 ml + Y) 
= T 
(a1(y) + u’(z))“-i Eli (i _“,_P *)“~(Y)u~(r)[F”_kI 
al + Y) 
If n - i > n - k, (a,(y) + CT,(Z))“-’ forces the expression to vanish on F”-‘. Thus only 
the terms with i 2: k contribute. Then in order that 
(i-“,“*> 
# 0 one must have 
i - q 5 k or q 2: i - k. With 4 z i - k, (q(y) + a,(z))“-‘u,(z) has degree at least n - k, 
with equality only for q = i - k. Thus 
WI”-‘Wi[M] = si (01(y) + U~(Z))“-iU~-k(Z)[F”-k] 
F 
since all other terms have too large a degree, i.e. only p = 0 occurs. 
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Now consider 
0 = (U,(X) - r)“-‘ai-, [M”] 
= 
F 
(U*(Y) + dw-’ +& (. k-p 
P 9 t-1-p-q 
ml + Y) 
[F"-'I. 
Again, this vanishes on F”-’ if n - i > n - k, and in order that k-p 
i-l-p-q ) 
# 0 one 
must have i- l-q s k or q 2 i-1-k. For q > i- k, (al(y)+o~(z))“-‘u,(z) has 
degree greater than n - k, so only the terms q = i - k and q = i - 1 - k contribute. 
For q = i - k, one also has p = 0 as above. Thus 
0 = & (u,(y) + u,(Z))'-~(~ 1 l)~i-ktZ)[F”-kl + zi (UI(Y)+ ul(z))“-iui-k-l(z 
si 
x [F”-‘1. 
Assuming r = 1, each k occurring is odd, so 
( ) 
k 11 = 1, making the first term WIneiWi [Ml. 
in the second term, the sum 
2 U,(Y) 
istakenforp+q=p+(i-l-k)~i-l,andsop~k,but~~~u~(y)=n(l+y).Thus, 
the second term is 
z: (U,(Y) + ul(Z))“-‘ui-k-I(Z)[Fn-kl 5i 
which is zero since (n - i) + (i - k - 1) = n - k - 1 < n - k. 
$8. MORE ON CONSTANT DIMENSION 
Throughout this section, it will be assumed that (M”+k, T) is an involution with 
fixed point set of constant dimension n, denoted F”, and that k < n. 
LEMMA. There are symmetric polynomials 
fi(xlv. * * 3 xn+k)T ISiSn 
gi(xl,. . . 9 &+k)r Isilk 
of degree less than or equal to 2i such that 
fi(1-t YIP * * * 3 1-t Yk, z19 - - - , z,) = ai + higher degree terms 
and 
gi(l + YI, * * * 9 1 + yk, z~,. . * * z.) = ai + higher degree terms 
Proof. From the previous sections, one has the existence,of fi and gi for i 5 k. Note 
that for i > k one has 
Again working mod decomposables and terms of liigher degree, one has a system of 
k 
equations for 1~ 2k expressing u; - 1 , . . . 
0 
,a:- 
k 
0 
, in terms of UI(y), . . . , c%(y), 
and u,(z), . . . , q-k(z). The matrix Of COeffiCientS iS 
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ul(YbZ(y) *. . uk(y) 
k 0 0 
uk+I(z). . . u,-,,(z) 
(:> (k% 
k 
0 k 
k 0 1 
k 
0 2 
k 0 k 
k 0 0 *. 
k *. 
0 1 *. 
k 0 k . . 
( ‘k 1 -(I - k) > 
for which the previous reduction procedure gives the matrix 
Thus, the system 
$ ai(fll 
is 
- 
solvable, and one may find integers mod 2 with 
k 
( )) i 
= cq+(z) + decomposables + terms of higher degree. 
\ 
Assuming inductively that fk+l, . . . , f&k-l have been found, decomposable monomials 
in the fi and g; may be added to the above formula, to cancel the decomposables of 
degree less than or equal to I- k. From I > 2k, I- k > k and 2(1- k) > I- k + k = I so 
the resulting polynomial f&k satisfies the degree hypothesis. 
Note. The polynomials fi can be asserted to have degree less than or equal to n + k 
only if i : (n + k)/2, and this is less than n. 
LEMMA. There are symmetric polynomials 
hi(xlv - . . 9 &+k) llisn+k 
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of degree less than or equal to i for which the degree i term of hi(Xl, . . . , x,+p) is 
ai(X*9 * - * 9 x.+k) and such that 
hi(l+ YI,. *. * 1-1 yk,zlv - - - 9 zn) 
has no nonzero terms of degree less than i/2. 
Proof. Using the fj and gj cancel the low degree terms of 
as in the similar lemma of the previous sections. 
PROPOSITION. If (Mn+k, 2”) is an involution with fixed point set F” of constant 
dimension n, and n > k, then every Stiefel-Whitney number of M divisible by a 
monomial 
with s > n - k is zero. 
Proof. wzi,+l. . . wzi,+lw2i,.  . wzj,[M] with 22 i, + s + 2E ja = n + k by given by 
(hzi,+l - . * h2is+lh2j, * ** h2jt)(l + Yv Z) [Fn] 
Wl+ Y) 
The degree of the least nonzero term in (hzi,+l . . . hzj,)(I + y, z) is X i, + s + X je = q, or 
higher. One has 2q = n + k + s, so if s > n - k, q > n, and the Stiefel-Whitney number 
is zero. 
Note. When k is odd, one has also wliw,_i[M”] = 0 for all i, from the previous 
section. 
It has already been noted that these results are best possible for k = 2 and k = 3. 
Capobiancot41 shows that if Q E JV,,, with ~,~(a) = ~,~-~w2(a) = ~i~-~s~(a) =0, then 
Q is represented by an M” with involution so that F = Fme4. The proposition gives the 
necessity of these relations for each of these has more than m - 8 odd factors. 
(m = n +4, k = 4). Thus, the result is also best possible for k = 4. 
Further study of small values of k is far too difficult, so it seems plausible to 
consider large k, specifically k = n - 1. 
PROPOSITION. If (M1”-‘, T) is a manifold with involution such that F = F”, then the 
equivariant bordism class of (M, T) is determined by 
[F”] E N” and [M2”-‘I E Nz,,-1. 
Proof. Suppose first just that [M] = 0 and let M = aV. Consider the involution 
T(M), S) where 
I’(M)=S’XM/(z,m)-(-z,Tm) 
and 
S(z, m) = (1 m). 
The fixed data of this involution is 
(M, 1) U (F”, v”-$1). 
Form a manifold with boundary and involution by sewing to T(M) x [0, 11 with 
involution S X 1 the involution (V x [- 1, 11, 1 x [- 1)) by identifying (M X [- 1, 11, 1 X 
(- 1)) with an equivariant tubular neighborhood of M x 1 in I’(M) x 1. This gives an 
equivariant bordism of (r(M), S) to an involution (iv’“, S’) with fixed data 
(F”, v”-’ $1). By our result for this case, (N2”, S’) is bordant to (F x F, twist) which 
has fixed data (F”, 7), where 7 is the tangent bundle of F. The class of (F”, 7) E 
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J+‘+,(BO.) is completely determined by [PI, so if [F] = 0, (F”, Y”-‘) E JV.(BO,_,) goes 
to zero in N,(BO,,), hence is zero, and (Ml”-‘, T) bounds. 
One can, in fact. do better. Being given (M’“-‘, T) with F = F”, one has 0 = 
x(M) =x(F). Thus w.(F) = 0. 
Now, given a E N,, with w,,(a) = 0, a is represented by a manifold F’ fibered over 
the circle, say 
r: F’+S’. 
Consider the manifold obtained by pulling the fibering r back over itself 
so that N = {cf,f’) E F’x F’I n(f) = I} with the involution r(f, f’) = (f’.f). 
The fixed data of (N2”-‘, t) is (F’, 0) where 8 is the bundle tangent to the fibers of 
rr, and so 6@1 = B@P*(TS’) = rF. Notice that [N] = [RP(@@l)] = [RP(T~)] in X,, 
and that any manifold RP(r) bounds. (RP(Q) is the boundary of (0 X O- 
D(7))ltwist). 
Having realized all possible classes [F], we note the analogue of our result for 2n 
manifolds. 
PROPOSITION. If ( M2”-‘, T) is a manifold with involution such that F = F”, and 
such that M bounds, then there is a manifold 
?r: F’“+S’ 
fibered over the circle so that (M, T) is equivariantly bordant to (N2n-‘, t) where 
N = {(f,f’) E F’ x F’J r(f) = 4f’)I 
and 
Gf, f’) = (f’, f ). 
It is possible to construct non-bounding manifolds with involution (M’“-‘, T) with 
F = F” which are quite similar to these examples. A characteristic number calculation 
shows that for the fibring n: F’+ S’ there will be an (M2”-‘, T) with fixed data 
(F’, &&r*(A)) where A is the Hopf bundle over S’ = RP(1). Presumably one could 
construct examples using standard fibrings, on some non-fiber-product. 
One example is obtainable from 
I(N x N) = S’ x N x N/(2, n, n’) - (- z, n’, n) 
with the involution 
t(z, n, n’) = (- 2, n, n’) = (2, n’, n). 
The fixed data of this involution is 
(RP(1) X N. ~@TN). 
There are numerous ways to verify that T(N x N) is indecomposable if and only if N 
is indecomposable, and hence obtain 
Remark. For n # 2’, there is an involution (M2”-‘, T) with F = F”, such that 
[M] E X* is indecomposable. 
Many additional non-bounding examples may be obtained by forming the products 
(M2”-’ x L x L, T x twist). 
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A calculation verifies that these give all examples up to bordism for n 5 8, i.e. 
2n - 15 15, and that the known Stiefel-Whitney number relations suffice. 
$9. w(F)=1 
In ([6], 25.2), Conner and Floyd examine involutions (M”, T) having the property 
that w(F”-‘) = 1 for all k. They observe that (M”, T) bounds if F = F’ has constant 
dimension, but note the example 
(W(2), T([x,, Xl, x21)) = [- x09 Xl, x21 
fixing a point and circle, which does not bound. 
PROPOSITION. If (M", T) is a manifold with involution such that w(F”-‘) = 1 for all 
k, then the equivariant bordism class of (M”, T) is determined by the bordism class of 
M”. 
Proof. Since w(F”-~) = 1, the class of (F”-‘, Y’) E J++“_k(BOI,) is determined by 
the numbers 
s,(v’)[F”-~] w = (i,, . . . , i,) E r(n -k), 
and this number is zero if r> k, for Y’ is a k-plane bundle. 
For o = (i,, . . . , i,) E r(n - k), r 5 k let 
fo(Xl, .* . , x,) = x (1 + XI)“& . . . (1 + x,)ir&&+, . . . &. 
Then 
foU+ Yl, a.. , 1+ Yj, 0,. . . ,O) 
n- j 
is zero if j < k, for some x must be zero, and for j 2 k has least degree term s,(y). Thus 
~(v~)[F”-~l= fu(x)[M”l 
= S(i,+l..... i,+l. I ,.._. I,[M”I, 
k-r 
for fu evaluates to give zero on F”-j if j# k. 
Observation. One has s.[M”] = s._,(v’)[F”-‘1 and if n - 1 Z 2’ - 1, there is a t > 0 
with (“-:_‘) = 1, so s,_,(v’)[F”-‘1 = Sq’s,,_,_,(v’)[F”-‘1 = u,(F)s,_,_,(v’)[F”-‘) = 
0, for w(F”-‘) = 1. Thus, if M” is indecomposable, n = 2’ for some s. 
One has examples 
(RPV), T([xo, xi.. . . , ~2~1)) = I- xo, xl,. . . , x2sl 
fixing a point and RP(2’ - 1). giving indecomposables in dimensions of the form 2’. 
It is extremely tempting to conjecture that every action (M”, T) with w(F”-‘) = 1 is 
bordant to a polynomial in these actions. We have considerable evidence for this via 
gruesome calculation, but nothing conclusive. 
$10. DEGREE C_fb>n 
Throughout our calculations, we have been careful to consider only f (xl,. . . , x.) 
with degree (f) 5 n. The expression 
is a bordism invariant of (M, T) and makes sense even for degree (f) > n, but it need not 
agree with f (x)[M”]. 
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PROPOSITION. The values 
c f(l + Y? 2) [p-k] 
k n(l+Y) 
taken for all f (x,, . . . , x,) symmetric in the xi determine the class of (M”, T) in 
equivan’ant bordism. 
Proof. For 
f(x) = c (1 + x,)il+‘x,i~ . . . (1 + X,)i,+‘X:( 1 + Xr+])j%,jl” . . . (1 + X,+,)W; 
the term of least degree in f (1 + y, z) is 
S(i, . . . . . i,)(z)SCj, . . . . . j,)(Y). 
Thus if T (f(l + y. z)/II(l + y))[F”-‘1 = 0 for all f, then (M, T) bounds, for inducting 
on k, each characteristic number s,(7)s,(vk)[Fn-‘1 is zero. 
Philosophically, the numbers $’ (f (1 + y, z)/I’f( 1 + y)) [Fnmk] then determine and are 
determined by the classes [T’(M)] E .Nn+i for 0 5 i I [3n/2] for the latter determine 
the class of (M”, T) as noted in 85. The best result is 
PROPOSITION. For w E r(n + l), 
s,(x)[T(M)] = T ‘$++‘;;) [Yk]. 
Proof. Consider the symmetric function f (xl, . . . , x,,,,) = s,(x,, . . . , xn+,) and ap- 
ply the main theorem to r(M), obtaining 
s, D-‘(M)1 = h!$& [M] + c “;(.‘;r::+‘;;’ [Fn-k] 
recalling that the fixed data of T(M) is 
(M, 1) U y’Fk, v’@l). 
Now 
s,(l, XI.. . . 9 xn)[MI = (S,(Xl, * . . 9 Xn) + x Sw-ti)(XIv. . * 9 xn))[MI 
i>O 
for s,(x,, , . . , x,,)[M] = 0 since o E w(n f l), where S,-(i) is 0 if i E o and is s,, if 
0 = (i, 0.8’). Similarly 
F “-;;;;;j z, [Fn-k] = C 
s,(l+Y,Z)+~S,-(i)(l+y,Z) 
iz0 
nu + Y) [F”-‘1 k 
= 
F 
"~~:+';;'[F"-k]+zT s$(:,'yY;Z)[~n-k] 
and for i > 0, s,_(i) has degree I n, so this is 
c k S~~l~~;)fF”-kI + x Sw-(i)(X,, . . . 1 x,)[M”]. 
is0 
Combining these equations gives the result. 
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Note. In order to evaluate : (f(1 + y, z)/II(l + y))[F”-‘1 with f(x,. . . . , x.) having 
degree n + 1, it is necessary to consider f as being in more than n variables. This point 
is of some subtlety, and is a nuisance. For T(M) there is a fibring r(M) 5 S’ so that 
T(IYM)) = lee, 8 the bundle along the fibers, and 0 is n-dimensional. For o = 
(il.. . . , i,) E 7r(n + l), 
s,(rWM)) = s,(e) 
which can be expressed in n-variables except for o = (1,. . . , 1) when it is zero. 
Unfortunately, this cleanliness of formula does not prevail, and r’(M) fibers over the 
Klein bottle rather than S’ x S’. 
The best result seems to be 
PROPOSITION. The values : (f(1 + y, r)/II(l + y))[F”-‘1 for degree (f) 5 n + r 
determine and are determined by the classes [l?(M)] E N.+i for i 5 r. 
Proof. By induction on r. For w E ~(n + r), the main theorem gives 
Scot19 f. . 9 !9 Xl*. -. 9 Xn+i) &.I(1 
r-1 
?. ._. , ,17 1+ y. 2) 
s, (rw)) = I: 
r-i 
1 I.-’ 
[ri(iv)j + r 
i=O F I’rI( 1+ y) [F”-‘1 
1-l 
+ ,&;=, s,q,. ..’ * y T s$y+;;’ [F”-‘l 
lU’#&. r 
which can be solved for either s,(r’(M)) in terms of F (f(l+ y, z)/Wl+ y))[F”-‘I 
with degree (f) 5 n + r or for f (~(1 + y, z)/(l + y))[Fnmk] in terms of characteristic 
numbers of r’(M), 0 5 i I r. 
Only one formula works out quite nicely.. 
PROPOSITION. For rz 0, 
. 
Proof. As above 
+xk 
sn+r(l + Y. 2) [Fn-k] 
I-v1 + Y) 
with the first two terms vanishing, the second being r evaluated on M. 
Bll. DEGREE (F)<n 
PROPOSITION. Let {(Fnmk. v’)} be bundles ouer manifolds, 0 5 k 5 n. A necessary 
and suficient condition that the collection be thefield data of an involution (M”, T) is that 
c f (I+ Y, 2) w+y, [F"-i]= (-j 
for all f of degree less than n. 
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Proof. If this is the fixed data of an involution, one has the value 
F 01 + Y, z) I-u1 + y) [Fn-lr I = f(x) [M”] = 0. 
Now suppose that for all f of degree less than n one has 
F fcl+ Y7 2) ml + Y) [F”_k] = 0 
and consider the involution T’ on M’” 
M’” = yRP(V’$l) 
induced by multiplication in the fibers of II’ by - 1. The fixed data of (M’, YY) is 
yF”-‘: uk) u (F’“_‘, u”) 
where F’“-’ is the union of the projective space bundles RP(vk) and u’ is the standard 
line bundle. For degree (f) < n, one then has 
0 = f(x)[M’] = q f;(-$‘[F”-‘] +f(1+ ';l't;,). 9 G-c) [F,n-,l 
and so 
f(l + y, Zl, . . 
(I+ Y) 
* 9 &I-,) [p-l] = o 
for all f with degree less than n. 
Taking f(x) = s,(x) with lo]= j, 0 5 j zs n - 1, one has 
0 = sld(l +Y* 21,. . . , z,_,) 
l+Y 
[ F’“-‘1 
= 
{ 
&J(Zl* * . , Z.-I) 
l+Y 
+ Et1 + YYSw-(i)(z) fF,l 
is0 l+Y I 
= Y”-‘s,(z)[F’l+ go (1 + Y)i-‘s,_~;,(z)[F’] 
= y”%_(z)[F’] 
for the latter terms have degree less than n - 1. Thus all characteristic number of 
(F’, v’) are zero and (F’, v’) bounds. 
Thus the fixed data of (M’, T’) is bordant to the given collection. To get equality, 
let (F’, v’) = a( V”, A) and form M’ x [0, 11 U D(h), attaching D(A& = D(u’) in 
D(A) to a tubular neighborhood of F’ x 1 in M’ X 1. This attaching should be done 
equivariantly, where M’X [0, l] has the involution T’ x 1 and D(A) the involution 
given by - 1 in the fibers of A. The result is an equivalent bordism from (M’, T’) = 
(M’ x 0, T’ x 1) to (M, T), with (M, 2’) having fixed data precisely the collection.. 
Note. The expressions );: (f(l + y, z)/II(l + y))[F”-‘1 simply provide a formal way 
to calculate the characteristic numbers of (RP(v), Y’), returning in essence to our 
proof of the main theorem. 
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